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Fall 2022

Bad days for honey bees, globally

VARROA INVADES
AUSTRALIA

Utah volunteer
beekeepers
rescue
“truckloads”
after crash
Julie Arthur, president of
the Wasatch Beekeepers
Association, said her team
of volunteer beekeepers
rescued about 10 percent
of the surviving honey
bees during a days-long
rescue effort. Arthur said
the volunteers collected
the bees “pickup truckload
by pickup truckload” and
will use many of them in
beekeeping education
demonstration hives.

Millions killed by government
to prevent parasite spread
Australia was “the only major honey-producing
country free from the Varroa mite,” the most
serious pest to honey bees worldwide

(Photos courtesy Wasatch Beekeepers Association,
special to AIA Newsletter; and Washingtonpost.com)

Vols round up survivors
of Utah truck crash
Australia is exterminating tens of millions of bees in a bid to
ward off a Varroa mite plague.
The New York Times quoted Danny Le Feuvre, acting
head of the Australian Honey Bee Industrial Council, saying
his team had exterminated 600 hives, each containing
around 30,000 bees, amounting to at least 18 million bees.
Also, no bees will be allowed to be moved across the state.

By Jim Trammel

Editor, AIA Newsletter
An estimated 25 million honey bees escaped June 27,
after a truck carrying the bees tipped over on Interstate
80 in Summit County, Utah.
But efforts by volunteer beekeepers from the
Wasatch Beekeepers Association (WBA) saved
“truckloads” of survivors thar fled into nearby sagebrush.

See AUSTRALIA, page 4
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See UTAH, next page

UTAH ... from previous page
The truck crashed because the driver drove too fast on a
curve on I-80, said Cameron Roden, Utah Highway Patrol
officer quoted by CNN.
According to Julie Arthur, president of the WBA, the
truck was carrying 416 boxes, each containing between
50,000 and 100,000 honey bees, to be used to pollinate
crops across the U.S.
The truck was driven by a commercial beekeeper, and
was traveling from California to North Dakota, ABC News
reported. The unidentified driver and co-driver of the truck
were hospitalized with numerous stings and minor injuries,
according to CNN. Troopers on the scene also received
stings, the report said.

The looming mountains of Utah rise behind
a local beekeeper surveying the wreckage.
Each smashed box contained up to
100,000 honey bees. As many as 25 million
bees escaped, of which about 10 percent
survived the crash and the spraying.

Stings and liability
Clouds of bees swarmed over winding Interstate 80. The
angry bees stung first responders and others, Utah Highway
Patrol Lt. Randall Richey told The Washington Post. “We were
telling drivers to roll up windows and keep moving,” he said.
A report in the Post put the escaped-bee figure at 25 million.
Firefighters were alerted by the trucking company that
had been in contact with the owner of the bees. The Wasach
volunteers were called in by firefighters and police to begin
their rescue operations, but they had barely started when the
owner shut them down. To protect from liability and enable
a total-loss writeoff, he wanted the bees sprayed down with
deadly fire-fighting foam, Arthur said. About 10 percent of
the bees survived the wreck and the spraying, she estimated.
The scene was a “gigantic mess,” she told CNN. “There
was just bee mud on the ground,” she said. “You could see
piles and piles and piles of dead bees. It was so sad.”

She described how honey and honeycomb wax had
melted in the sun and boxes were scattered all over. Arthur
told CNN of a wall of bees “eight feet long, four feet deep,
and five feet high.”

Arthur speaks to AIA Newsletter
Five volunteer WBA beekeepers rescued bees that had
migrated to nearby sagebrush along the highway, using
lopping shears to cut away layers of the shrubs containing
the bees, Arthur said.
Arthur described the volunteer rescue effort in a
conversation with AIA Newsletter: “We were called in by

See UTAH, next page
Julie
Arthur,
WBA
president.

The sagebrush retreat.
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Perhaps over 2 million rescued
Below, Tyson Washburn is surrounded by grateful clients as he rakes
honey bees out of the sagebrush. At right, the third truckload of bees leave
the site of the three-day volunteer rescue operation. The saved bees will be
used by Wasatch trainers in the instruction of new beekeepers, rather than
resuming their long-distance pollination mission.

the fire and police departments, so we sent people out. We
could tell that some of it was salvageable even before they
foamed it down.”
Their rescue work was initially encouraged by the
owner of the trucking line. The obstacle thrown up by the
owner of the bees was circumvented when ownership of
the wreckage passed to a towing company, who needed
WBA’s help: The tow truck driver “was allergic to bees and
had already been stung and hospitalized once,” Arthur said.
“He sat in his front-end loader while we put together boxes
and frames.” So the rescuers resumed operations Tuesday,
following the Saturday wreck.

Sagebrush savvy
They found some complete hives and some only
minimally damaged boxes, but then discovered the mumerous
survivors that had taken to the nearby sagebrush.
“We were asounded by the gigantic clumps of bees, up
to 10 feet long in places, that had escaped the foam and the
water. We spent the next few days raking bees,” Arthur said.
With the survivors, WBA has created teaching hives.
After disease- and injury-checking, and some difficulties
re-queening, there still remain six hives of the original
10, being used for hands-on demonstrations for new
beekeepers, “to educate them before they buy bees.”

Utah state apiarist Jenna Compton praised the
response of the WBA, calling their efforts “an example of
the cooperative spirit shown by this state’s beekeepers, in
training new beekeepers and responding to emergencies.”

Three all-stars
Arthur singled out
beekeeper Doug Lloyd
as MVP of the rescue
effort. “He showed up
on the first day when
we got turned away, and
also showed up on the
Doug Lloyd.
second day, and didn’t
ask for bees once” until
Wednesday, when he gently requested a hive or rwo.
“He stood out there in the heat and rain for two full
days, Tuesday and Wednesday, and did nothing but pick
through the rubble and walk through the sticky honey, and
put together salvageable pieces,” Arthur said.
Also lauded for their exceptional efforts were beekeepers
Sam Cohen and Tyson Washburn. “They were kind of the
three diehards,” Arthur said.
Supplemental sources: Reporter Lindsey Bever,
The Washington Post, and coverage by The New York Times,
CNN, The Guardian.com, and ABC News.
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“We’re still confident we have
it contained and it’s eradicable.”
� Danny LeFeuvre
Acting head, Australian
Honey Bee Industrial Council
Notifications required
Beekeepers within 50 kilometers of the Port of
Newcastle were required to notify the state Department of
Primary Industries of the location of their hives.

AUSTRALIA ... from page 1
An emergency biosecurity zone has been imposed to
stop the movement of bees across the Australian state of
New South Wales (NSW) after Varroa was discovered.

Mites at two sites
The mite was found at hives near the Port of Newcastle,
NSW, with a further detection at hives belonging to a
commercial beekeeper about six miles away. LeFeuuvre said
the Newcastle beekeeper also had 120 hives at Trangie in
central west NSW, which were inspected and destroyed.

All hives within the 10-kilometer zone were eradicated,
while a 25-kilometer surveillance zone is also active around
the site with officials monitoring and inspecting managed
and feral honey bees.
Saunders told the EcoWatch website in early July that
bees in 1,533 hives have been euthanized. With each hive
containing between 10,000 and 30,000 bees, an estimated
15 million to 45 million bees have been killed.

Information ... compensation?
“We’re working with apiary industry bodies and
stakeholders to ensure beekeepers are well informed and
continue to help with this critical response,” Saunders said.

“The beekeeping industry in Australia has eyes on
Newcastle at the moment,” he said. “We’re still confident
that we have it contained and it’s eradicable,” he said.

Beekeepers will be compensated for bees, hives and
additional equipment destroyed during the eradication
process, but the government has not agreed to cover lost
income for beekeepers impacted by the culling.

Can’t move hives

Culling efforts may not work. Sasha Mikheyev,
professor at the Australian National University (ANU),
said no other country has eradicated the mites, and the
risk of the tiny parasite spreading in Australia is still high.
Saunders told EcoWatch he remains optimistic.

NSW Agriculture Minister Dugald Saunders said the
statewide standstill on bee movement was adopted to give
authorities time for tracing activities, he said. The freeze on
bee movement impacted almond pollination, which began
in Australia in August.
“We’ve inspected all the hives at Trangie, and there
have been no mites identified,” he cautioned, reminding,
however, “the mites are the size of a pinhead amongst
thousands of bees.”
“Australia is the only major honey-producing country
free from Varroa mites,” Saunders said.
The Australian bee industry is worth $147 million
annually.

Officials from New Zealand, which experienced an
infestation in the early 2000s, have shared advice on
battling these mites.
“Everything we are doing is still working,” Saunders
said. “We’re finding more infected premises, as was
expected. They are all linked, which is the good news part
of it. We haven’t seen an unexpected outbreak somewhere.
We’ve just seen everything connected to a previous case.”
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STATE, PROVINCE AND TERRITORY REPORTS

Montana
Sara Fry new
associate
apiary technician

texas

Sara Fry has begin service as apiary
technician in Montana, succeeding
Theresa Sutton.
A recent graduate of Montana
State University in Bozeman, her
degree is in fish and wildlife ecology
and management. “I have historically
worked jobs relating to birds,” Fry
said, “so I’m very excited to be working
with the state entomologist, Alyssa
Sara Fry.
Piccolomini, and to have my first real
job relating to insects.”
In July we were fortunate to be
invited to an apiary inspection training
She continued, “I’m excited to
at Michigan State University, held by
be working with honey bees and the
Dr. Meghan Milbrath and Ana Heck
incredibly knowledgeable beekeepers
at the Pollinator Performance Center
throughout Montana.”
in Lansing.
She primarily visits commercial
Our movement inspections are
beekeepers and takes samples for
just starting, and we anticipate a busy
the National Honey Bee Survey. She
couple of months while hives are being
also visits landowner yards and helps
certified for movement outside the
out some hobbyist beekeepers. “I’m
state.
looking forward to working through
� Andrea McCubbin
the season here in Montana,” Fry said.
Michigan Department of Agriculture

vermont

I am starting inspections for out-ofstate export. This year beekeepers seem
to be leaving a bit early, due to drought
conditions and small honey crop.

� Hannah Blackburn
Apiary Inspector, Texas Apiary Inspection Service

WISCONSIN
Right now, DATCP apiary inspectors
are completing 2022 NHBS
samples, voluntary Wisconsin-level
survey inspections, and certification
inspections. Paperwork is being filed
and recorded in the office. In-person
outreach to bee clubs is scheduled
where practical. Weekly outreach via
DATCP’s social media presence and
the program’s quarterly e-newsletter is
ongoing.
� Frances Hegarty, Apiary Program
Coordinator, Wisconsin Department of Agriculture

MASSACHUSETTS
The Massachusetts Apiary Inspection
Team kicked off the 2022 inspection
season with winter dead-out
inspections and sampling, then
proceeded right into inspecting a
record number of imports and exports
as well as sampling packages, nucs and
hives for molecular analysis of honey
bee diseases. Then the team made a
beeline into cranberry pollination hive
inspections.

� Brooke Decker, State Apiculturist,
Vermont Agency of Agriculture

MICHIGAN
We’ve welcomed several new Plant
Health inspectors on our Bee Team, and
they will spend several months training
with our experienced inspectors.

We are ramping up for the Fall 2022
Inspection Season. There are USDA
samples to complete, beekeepers to see
and events to attend. The Summerlull (oh wow it was hot) has basically
passed and it is time to get back in
the field Taylor Powell is also traveling
around Texas to local beekeepers
associations to meet and educate
Texas Beekeepers about pest/disease
management.

Apiary inspectors training at
Michigan State University.
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MORE REPORTS
MASSACHUSETTS, continued
Next, after briefly switching focus
to several AFB cases and bee-kill
investigations, the team is currently
rounding out the season with visits
and routine inspections preparing
hobbyist and sideliner beekeepers for
fall and winter, along with conducting
mite washes and sampling hives that
present health issues.
The MDAR Apiary Program
team completed the 2022 USDAAPHIS Honey Bee Survey sampling,
collected samples for the University
of Saskatchewan EFB project, and
managed two State Apiary locations to
produce and extract around 200 pounds
of honey, currently awaiting bottling
and delivery to a local food bank.
Massaschusetts faced extreme
drought all over the state this year with
prolonged dry/hot/humid weather,
reduced forage availability, and a more
condensed active bee season.
The team excelled in providing inperson and virtual education extension
programs to local and regional
beekeepers. As Chief Inspector, I am
so very fortunate to work with, learn
from and manage this team!

� Kim Skrym, Massachusetts State
Apiarist / Apiary Program Coordinator

Tennessee
Currently I am working on
inspector grants for local beekeeping
associations, conducting inspector
training classes, and assisting
beekeepers to apply for Tennessee
Agriculture Enhancement Grants.
� Michael D. Studer, State Apiarist,
Tennessee Department of Agriculture/

(Reports presented in the order they arrived.)

NEW HAMPSHIRE
We are doing mostly consult calls with
beekeepers seeking advice on actions
needed for their colonies. Where
appropriate we visit the apiary and get
hands on.

� Dave Priebe, Apiary Inspector

New Hampshire Department of Agriculture

NEW YORK
With four inspectors on board this
year, we have increased inspections
with a focus on nuc and queen sellers.
We continue to encourage beekeepers
to register their bee yards, and with
more inspections conducted we have
seen lower numbers of AFB. Our
Apiary Inspectors have now turned
their attention to interstate inspection
and we expect to certify 50,000
colonies to leave the state.
� Joan Mahoney, State Apiculturist
New York Department of Agriculture

SASKATCHEWAN

WYOMING

I am cross-training our full-time
Plant Industry inspectors to do apiary
inspections on pesticide related
bee kills. I primarily am a pesticide
inspector, but also inspect apiaries.
I also am setting up a pinnedspecimen display of all the bees/
hornets/wasps that have been sent to
us or we have picked up when citizens
think they have found a Northern
Giant Hornet. So far I have an
actual Northern Giant Hornet from
Washington State Department of
Agriculture, plus a Bald Faced Hornet,
and a Pigeon Tremex.
� Eric Christiansen, Inspection Specialist,
Wyoming Department of Agriculture
(EDITOR’S NOTE: Please send us a nice
photo of your pin board to share with the
members!)

KENTUCKY

You saw on the news that summer
floods ravaged several counties of
eastern Kentucky. Several beekeepers
Beekeepers are finishing an estimated
were severely affected. One beekeeper
average honey production year after
had 30 hives wash away. Another
a tough winter and cold spring. Most
beekeepers got their colony count close beekeeper cannot harvest honey
because the road washed away. One
to where they wanted by rearing their
beekeeper had to ride a donkey up to
own colonies and splitting heavily. As
of a September update, beekeepers are the surface mine site where he keeps
in the middle of fall feeding for winter. his bees (his hives are fine, but he can’t
harvest either). The state association
Winter preparations also include
is seeking donations over the winter
autumn Varroa mite treatments and
to help these beekeepers get set up for
Nosema treatments. Most beekeepers
next year -- the winter months being a
plan to be done with beekeeping work more “down’ time for beekeepers gives
by Thanksgiving and either wrapped
us a little while to organize.
for outdoor wintering or moved
� Tammy Horn Potter, Ph.D., State
indoors.
� Graham Parsons, MSc, PAg,
Pollinator Biosecurity Specialist,
Saskatchewan Ministry of Agriculture
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Apiarist, Kentucky Department of Agriculture

. . . see next page

MORE REPORTS

North Carolina

the yards. This new system has reduced
office staff time dramatically.

Point by point:
● Trying to avoid paperwork, as if we
could.
● Doing mite counts usually for first
timers.
● Also doing pesticide kill incidents
(often for those who are not firsttimers but not in the practice of
doing mite checks).
● Not yet checking the migratory
operations.
● Confirming one case of AFB that
has been contained.
● Finally getting ready for the State
Fair in October.

� Samantha Brunner, Apiary Inspector,
North Dakota Department of Agriculture

� Donald Hopkins, State Apiarist
North Carolina Department of Agriculture

North Dakota
We once again are experiencing record
number of hives in the state. So far
this year we are now at 808,721
registered hives (up over 66,000 from
2021). The beekeepers are getting
concerned about the continual increase
of bees coming into the state.
This year was a bit of a challenge,
with the late spring beekeepers came
into the state late and therefore we had
to start inspections late. It feels like we
have been behind the whole summer.
This summer was the first full year
of using our new electronic inspection
platform. We use Survey123 in the
field to fill out inspection reports
which are automatically dumped into
our online registration system. The
beekeepers can view all the inspection
reports in their online profile and we
can keep track of violations through
the system too. All the inspection
reports come with GPS and photos of

OREGON
Our beekeepers are getting hives ready
for this upcoming winter. Most apiaries
looked very healthy during sampling
for the national apiary survey this year,
though we have seen cases of EFB this
month. Beekeepers also reported their
honey harvest was less than previous
years. Our long, wet spring this year
might have been a factor.

� Jessica Rendon, Ph.D.,
Entomologist,
Oregon Department of Agriculture

Ohio
I am completing the paperwork to
send the Honey Bee Health Survey
bottles of bees to Maryland and
scheduling the last four surveys.
Several migratory beekeepers in
northwest Ohio require inspection
for a Certificate of Health which will
occur within the next few weeks.
Recurrent rainfall all season
and some extremely hot weather in
July and August has inhibited the
ability of the state and some county
apiary inspectors to stay on top of
inspections. We are catching up as
quickly and efficiently as possible.
Calls and emails from beekeepers
needing help and asking questions are
non-stop, asking about Varroa mites,
feeding and small hive beetle control.
The ODA Plant Health Division
and Apiary Section are receiving
countless calls, texts and emails about
the Northern (formerly Asian) Giant
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Hornet and the spotted lanternfly
(SLF). A website has been developed
to help inquirers report their “mystery”
hornets which has exceeded 400 this
season https://agri.ohio.gov/divisions/
plant-health/resources/agh. Most
images are the European hornet or
cicada killer and Southern yellow
jackets. The SLF emails have been
mostly pictures of native species, but
some new sites are being investigated.
� Barbara Bloetscher, State Apiarist/
Entomologist, Ohio Department of Agriculture

UTAH
This has been a wild foulbrood year
for Utah. We currently are working
to mitigate four commercial-scale
AFB cases, not to mention the several
hobbyist AFB cases we’ve successfully
mitigated throughout the year.
Hopefully, all this work will pay off
next year with fewer AFB cases.
� Jenna Crowder, Diagnostic Entomologist
Utah Department of Agriculture

Alberta
This year Alberta’s four inspectors
have visited 68 beekeepers’ operations
for winter kill, spring sales, foulbrood,
and inter-provincial movement
inspections. Nine of these inspections
were severe foulbrood outbreaks, but
six of the nine of them were 2021
follow-ups. Each operation ended up
successfully eradicating the disease
with proper management while
working closely with the Bee Health
Assurance Team.
- li Panasiuk, Senior Apiculture Inspector
Alberta Agriculture Department

. . . see next page

MORE REPORTS

British Columbia
• The 2022 production year was better
for most beekeepers than expected.
A lousy, wet spring was followed by
a warm, dry summer that enabled
the bees to realize a nice honey crop,
superb quality with low water content.
• Varroa remains the main challenge
for beekeepers as Apivar seems to lose
some of its efficacy.

GUAM
I work with the University of Guam
doing research on honeybee health in
the Marianas Islands. I also serve has
the entomologist for the Department
of Agriculture. Over the years, Guam
beekeeping has grown significantly
from five beekeepers to well over 100
consisting of hobbyists, honey farmers,
and commercial beekeepers.

There’s actually so much to update
you on including my journey to
University of Maryland and the USDA
Bee Research Lab in Beltsville that
happened over the summer. I hand
carried bees with me on the plane
Chris Rosario, Guam from his
from Guam to Maryland to learn and Facebook page.
• Last winter colony losses for BC
further investigate how Bee Informed
the DNA side and the absence of any
were estimated at 32 percent. While
Partnership process the samples once
major viruses in all Guam samples.
significant, it was better than most
they receive the shipment of live bees.
other Canadian provinces. Manitoba I also got to work with a Research
Christopher Rosario, Agriculturalist
reported a winter loss of 57 percent!
Guam Department of Agriculture
Entomologist Mohammed Alburaki
� Paul van Westendorp, P.Ag. who is currently looking at the genome
(EDITOR’S NOTE: We plan a
Provincial Apiculturist, BC Ministry of Agriculture of the U.S. and included Guam. We
feature on Chris and Guam in the
found some astounding results both on
• EFB seems on the rise, in part
because of the stresses associated with
blueberry pollination. More research
on EFB is undertaken because its
pathology profile seems changing
compared to its profile in the past.

Nova Scotia
Right now beekeepers are preparing
for the arrival of Hurricane Fiona.
The inspection season is coming to
an end. Similarly, we are finishing
up our annual survey for Small Hive
Beetle along our Provincial border.
Next efforts will be to renew beekeeper
registrations with the NS Department
of Agriculture and return to some
projects that are difficult to progress
during the field season.

next AIA Newsletter. Editor Jim is
packing his bags now.)

We saved this space for your state/province report ...

but it didn’t come in, so
in its place we present
Hoopingarner Award
winner Dr. Judy Wu
covered in bees, to give
you an image that will
haunt your nightmares.
The next set of state
reports are due at the
end of the year. We look
forward to hearing from
YOUR state, province or
territory then. Meanwhile
... pleasant dreams!

- Jason Sproule, Provincial Apiculturist
Nova Scotia Agriculture
(EDITOR’S NOTE: The hurricane
is bearing down as we go to press
here. Hope everyone took the best
precautions and stayed safe.)
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27-year apiary inspector Kathleen Prough
honored in Indiana beekeeper newsletter
Former AIA president Kim Skrym (Massachusetts) reports that
“Barb Bloetscher (Ohio) recently sent him a hard copy of The
Beekeepers of Indiana Newsletter, featuring a tribute and very last
mohthly report from beloved AIA member Kathleen Prough,
Indiana Apiary Inspector emeritus.
Kathleen’s final report in the publication announcing her March
2022 retirement read in part: “I do plan to make other meetings in
the future. I can’t stay away since I have so many beekeepers that are
good friends and family .... I will treasure the gifts, The Beekeepers
of Indiana, and all the beekeepers I have met over the 27 years that
I have been your State Apiary Inspector.”
“What a wonderful way to end the week to get this gift, so I had to
share. Thanks so much Barb for sharing with me!” Kim said. “We
congratulate and thank Kathleen for all her years of service and
dedication to AIA, its members and the beekeeping community we
serve. We miss you!”

Bee Culture leadership conference opens Oct. 1;
attend live or online, or purchase recorded
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NY Times article profiles challenges
for front-line Ukrainian beekeeper
Few beekeepers worldwide face greater challenges than Petro
Fedorovych, profiled in The New York Times on Sept. 8. Reporters
Thomas Gibbons-Neff and Natalia Yermak and photographer Tyler
Hicks document the troubles Fedorovych faces as the Russian
invaders advance on his hives.
His 150-person village, Bohdanivka, is located in the Donbas
region of southeastern Ukraine. Russian invaders in summer were
not far away to the east, scorching the earth and obliterating entire
villages. Fedorovych and his hundreds of thousands of honey bees
stood at the time between the Russian army and its objectives.
(They may since have fallen. See the map opposite.)
The noise of war made the bees angry, but they still flew out
toward the war lines as usual. And his hundreds of thousands of
bees returned this year with enough to harvest 650 pounds of
honey, a good measure for him in any year.
One commenter on the online story fantasized that perhaps the
bees were stockpiling as a protest against the rigors of war, a degree
of sentience that some would argue honey bees do actually possess.
Fydorovich described the negative impact of the past eight years
of simmering and open conflict on his bees in the article:
“When it all started eight years ago, the village nearby,
Klishchiivka, was pounded heavily,” he said. “I had a lot of
bees in winter, and … the bees were dispersing in winter
because of the rumble.”
The bees’ population, he said, never fully recovered from
that winter. This summer, his roughly two dozen families of
bees are far angrier than they once were. Ira, his wife, dares
not venture near the hives for fear of being stung, and the
beekeeper has a small smoker he frequently uses to calm
the insects.
“The bees became different,” he said, referring to the
[aftermath of the] shelling. “Ira won’t go in the garden, they
won’t give her a minute’s rest. It’s because of the noise.”

Novels of beekeeping in wartime
GREY BEES by Andrey Karkov. A Ukrainian author tells the story
of a Donbas beekeeper and his love of the area in spite of the
difficulties the war has brought.

Unfortunately, we may have raised this alarm too late.
Petro’s village of Bohdanivka (the green rectangle) is shown
on this map of June 13 to be well behind the front line of
westward-moving Russian control. We hope that even more
recent reports of a Ukrainian eastward pushback has once
again freed Bohdanivka, Petruv, Ira, and their bees.
The map, by Evan Centanni and Djordje Djukic, is reprinted
by permission of the website Political Geography Now
(polgeonow.com), where up-to-date maps of national
territories, including those under political or armed dispute,
may be purchased for study and planning.

Fedorovych says bees prefer silence, and the
din of battle is getting closer. Neighbors have
withdrawn their parents from the village, and his
daughter has tried also, but Fedorovych refuses to
leave the home he built with his hands.
The country abounds in sunflowers, its
national symbol, and sunflower honey is
Fedorovych’s favorite.
The 650 pounds of honey will sell for about a
dollar a pound, but the companionship of the bees,
rather than the profit, is the point.
Read the entire NYT article, and enjoy Tyler Hicks’s
photography illustrating the steps of Fedorovych’s honey
harvest and processing, at www.nytimes.com/2022/09/08/
world/europe/ukraine-war-bees-russia.html.

The Beekeeper of Aleppo by Kristy Lefteri. The story of a
beekeeper, his wife, the war in Syria, and the triumph of spirit
when the world becomes unrecognizable.
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Purdue bee lab offers sequencing services
Purdue’s Brock Harpur told a recent AIA Board meeting
his lab can sequence defensive bees for a fee, and he has a
project to quantify genetic diversity nationwide.
First, the lab offers an ongoing for-fee defensive honey
bee test (aka Africanized honey bee, or his preferred term
“scutellatized honey bee” or SHB). The test relies on wholegenome sequencing (mtDNA and gDNA). Processing the
submission will take 4-8 weeks and participants will receive
a report on the ancestry of their samples for mtDNA and
gDNA. The fee is $85. “It's a new service, so please be
patient, but we've thus far run 300 samples through it,”
Harpur said.
Second, Harpur and Andrew
Patterson of the University of
Georgia have funds to sequence
100-200 colonies from each
state. The goal is to quantify
genetic diversity of bees across
the country, search for unique
genotypes, and find out where
unwanted genotypes may have
spread or have the potential to
spread.
Brock Harpur.

“We're hoping to get samples of honey bee workers
from colonies representative of local stocks in your area,”
Harpur said. He said they seek feral colonies, colonies
from long-established bee yards or breeding operations, or
colonies from local breeders. They have plenty of samples
from major breeding operations around the country, so
they don't need samples from new packages sourced from
outside your state.

Harpur encourages applicants to ask if they think their
samples might work. If your samples match those criteria,
Harpur and Patterson ask for a tube of bees in alcohol
sent to the lab at Purdue in Indiana. The bees should be
collected from inside the colony.
“For any interested, please email me and I can send
an example and some advice on collection in a follow-up
email,” Harpur said. His direct email is bharpur@purdue.
edu and he can also be reached at honeybee@purdue.edu.
Submitters should pay shipping and fill out some
information about your samples (latitude/longitude,
source of colonies, etc.) in the sampling sheet. “You'll
receive a report on your samples at the end of the
experiment. If you are uncertain if you match those
criteria (or if you do not), let me know what you've got
and maybe we can work them in,” he said.
Alternatively, they offer a for-fee service and can
sequence anything you send for $85/sample.

AIA in nation’s capital
during Pollinator Week
AIA president Natasha GarciaAndersen hosted an AIA booth
during National Pollinator Week
on the Mall in Washington, D.C.
She ordered a banner but it got
lost i somewhere n Canada. Still,
she improvised an impressive
display to make AIA’s presence
known among the pollinator
community.
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AIA member inspectors
meet and greet at
Ithaca EAS conference
By Brooke Decker

Pollinator Health Specialist / State Apiculturist
Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets

Ithaca was abuzz recently with the return of the
Eastern Apiculture Society first full conference
for a couple of years. It was wonderful to gather in
person and meet some inspectors for the first time.
A few hundred beekeepers and apiary inspectors
from 12 states gathered for the week of “Bee-ing
Social Again.”
Some highlights included an afternoon of
hands-on workshops on grafting, queen rearing,
extracting at Kutik’s “Everything Bees,” The
workshops and tours of the grounds were followed
by the competitive Bee Olympics, a traditional
Mexican barbecue, and fireworks display.
The following day Joan Mahoney from New
York and Jennifer Lund from Maine taught an
afternoon-long workshop on microscopy, focusing
on Nosema and pollen identification.

AIA winter meeting opens Jan. 3
If this report has inspired you to get out and
meet your fellow apiary inspectors, mark your
calendar for Jan. 3-4, 2023 in Jacksonville, Fla.,
for the AIA Winter Meeting at the Hyatt Regency
Jacksonville Riverfront hotel.
President Natasha Garcia Andersen reports:
“A block of rooms have been reserved at $99/
night. There will be a field trip on Jan. 3 and
a possible additional business meeting on the
evening of Jan. 5, if needed. As usual there will
be a group dinner and “awards.” Members will be
emailed further details.

AIA attendees in Ithaca. Back row (L-r): Karen Roccasecca, Pa. chief; Dave Priebe,
N.H.; Andrew Jones, Pa. inspector; Keith Tignor, Va. Third row: Joan Mahoney, N.Y.
chief; Emily Wine, Del.; Meghan McConnell, N.J. Second row: Don Hopkins, N.C.;
Brooke Decker, Vt.; Kim Skyrm, Mass. chief. Front row: Hannah Blackburn, Texas;
Thalassa Raasch, Maine; Jennifer Lund, Maine chief; Nicholas Delaini, N.Y.

EAS 2023 Meeting next summer
And while your travel planner is out, the
EAS 2023 summer conference will be held July
31 - Aug. 4 at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Mass.
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Brooke displays her award for taking
part in the Bee Olympics. “I can tell
you that I get quite competitive when it
comes to these things. We had a great
team building experience and were
pleased to beat the ‘home team’ led by
Joan Mahoney in N.Y.” Brooke promises
to design another Olympic event for
aviary inspectors for the January
meeting.

Royal beekeeper
John Chapple
(right) hopes to
retain his position
for the bees’ new
master, King
Charles III.
Chapple, obeying
centuries-old
tradition, told the
bees to not leave
and to be good
for their new
master.
He then draped
the seven royal
hives in mourning.

‘Telling the bees’ the British monarch is gone
When Queen Elizabeth II died last month, most of the
world heard the news within hours. Her bees were solemnly
formally informed about it the following day.
Royal beekeeper John Chapple went to Buckingham
Palace and Clarence House, where the Queen’s hives are
kept, to inform the bees their mistress had died.
He also asked the bees to be good for their new master,
King Charles III, John Dingwall reports for the Daily Mail.

news such as births, deaths, and marriages, legend holds,
bees might stop producing honey, desert their hives, or even
even die. Chapplecarried the important message to two
hives of bees at Clarence House and five at Buckingham
Palace, which contain about 20,000 bees per hive.
The practice is best known in the British Isles, but
hitched a ride to the U.S. along with the Scots-Irish and
English Borderers who settled the Appalachian mountains.

The latest book of the “Outlander” novels, about a Scot
“Telling the bees” is a centuries-old tradition, stemming and his time-traveling wife who eventually settle in the
from ancient cultures that revered bees as messengers to the Blue Ridge Mountains, is titled Go Tell the Bees That I Have
spirit realm. If bees are not told about important family
Gone.

Extreme percentage colony increases/decreases, 2021 to 2022
U.S. states with the
largest increase in
honey bee colonies
from 2021 to 2022:

U.S. states with the
largest decrease in
honey bee colonies
from 2021 to 2022:

1. Missouri: 118.8%
increase
2. Arkansas: 76.0%
3. Louisiana: 48.3%
4. Mississippi: 34.3%
5. North Carolina: 30.4%

1. Kansas: 38.8% ``
decrease
2. Illinois: 26.9%
3. Wyoming: 23.3%
4. Indiana: 23.1%
5. Colorado: 22.0%

Source: USDA
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